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WANTED – PHOTOGRAPHS 
YOUR INSTITUTION NEEDS YOUR HELP 

We are about to embark on a significant exercise to update our printed publicity 
material such as leaflets, posters, membership details etc, and we want to use 
good quality, artistic and imaginative photographs of people, equipment and 
systems that reflect the diverse geographical and technical spread of Institution 
activities and interests.  Most commercial photographic archives do not have such 
examples. 

We do NOT need unimaginative pictures of point machines, but imaginative 
ones are welcomed and the same goes for any other photographs of equipment 
(or people!) 

One of the initiatives planned for our Centenary year is the provision of an on-
line photographic archive but this has yet to come to fruition.  Any photographs 
provided will be considered for that archive, as well as use in the publicity material 
or on the website. 

What is artistic and imaginative is largely subjective – what is good quality less 
so, but I know we have members who have taken some really suitable 
photographs over the years and we would like to get access to just some of them. 

If you would like to help, please email me at colin.porter@irse.org with some 
idea of what you may have and we can then arrange to get access to them.  
Needless to say, as an IRSE initiative, any financial reward for using the 
photographs will be non-existent but the prestige value will be significant, and 
their use will be acknowledged.  Copyright will remain with the photographer but 
we would like to be given the rights to use them for IRSE publicity purposes.  We 
will have a small prize for the best three photographs submitted, as judged by the 
Recruitment & Publicity Committee sub-group working on this initiative. 

Colin Porter, Chief Executive 
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The benefits from attending an IRSE event such as a technical meeting or a seminar 
are not limited to what you hear from the speaker – you also gain a great deal from 
the interaction with other members before and after the presentations.  This is 
especially true for multi-day events such as ASPECT and the Convention, where there 
is more time to get to know one another in a variety of social situations, and 
exchange experiences and views prompted by what we have seen and heard. 

It is four years since the last ASPECT conference, so for many new members 
ASPECT 2012 in London on 10-12 September may be the first chance to experience 
this event.  The Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre is a superb venue right in the 
heart of London and the layout of the building allows us to have an exhibition of 
products and services in the break out areas where refreshments are served around 
the main lecture theatre.  This format gives plenty of opportunities to network with 
attendees and exhibitors over the three days of the conference, and discuss the 
issues raised in the 32 papers which will be presented on a wide variety of topics, by 
speakers from 15 different countries.  The opportunity to talk shop continues into the 
evening, when there will two superb social events – a prestigious reception at the 
House of Lords, and a conference dinner with an entertaining railway industry speaker. 

And if three days is not enough, the week continues with the International 
Convention, incorporating technical visits to UK main line and metro railways and a 
day trip to Paris.  On the other hand if you are short of time, there are flexible 
booking options to attend an individual day of ASPECT, with or without the evening 
social event.  For younger members, the IRSE’s Hewlett-Fisher bursaries are available 
to help fund your attendance. 

So don’t miss a great opportunity – see you in London in September. 
Ian Mitchell 

Chairman of the ASPECT 2012 working group 
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SAFETY MANAGEMENT 

INTRODUCTION 
For many years the Yellow Book (YB) has been the GB rail industry’s 
‘bible’ for guidance on Engineering Safety Management (ESM).  It has 
been widely used by organisations involved in projects introducing  
safety-related engineering change to the railway, especially those 
leading to the production of a formal safety case.  The YB has also been 
widely used across Europe, Middle East and Asia. 

In January 2012, the YB was formally withdrawn since it had not been 
kept up-to-date with respect to changes to legislation for the GB 
mainline railway, principally the introduction of the Common Safety 
Method (CSM) on risk evaluation and assessment.  From 1 July 2012 
CSM applies not only to engineering changes but also to operational and 
organisational changes. 

This short article provides some background on these changes and 
discusses some of the implications for the industry. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE YELLOW BOOK 
Love it or hate it, the YB has served the rail industry well, being the 
recognised source of guidance on ESM, covering the management of the 
safety aspects of introducing engineering change to the railway.  It has 
become a general expectation within the GB industry that managers and 
practitioners of safety engineering, including independent assessors, 
should attend and pass one of the accredited YB training courses as part 
of their competence demonstration. 

The latest complete issue of the YB, Issue 4, was published in 2007.  
Following the introduction of the CSM on risk evaluation and assess-
ment, it was recognised that the YB needed updating and, during 2010, 
the Industry Standards Coordination Committee (ISCC) initiated a review 
of the available guidance against the current legal requirements.  This 
concluded that the guidance within the YB was out of date for the GB 
mainline railway, with a consequential change of status to that of a 
“withdrawn” document. 

WHAT IS THE COMMON SAFETY METHOD? 
The European Railway Safety Directive (2004/49/EC) introduced the 
concept of a Common Safety Method for evaluating risk on mainline 
railways.  Along with the introduction of Common Safety Targets and 
Technical Specifications for Interoperability, the general objective of 
CSM is to support a more open rail market along with harmonisation of 
mainline railway standards and processes within Member States of the 
EU.  The CSM Regulation (352/2009) was published in 2009, and as an 
EC Regulation does not need to be transposed into UK Law through 
corresponding UK legislation. 

Since July 2010, CSM has already been applicable to interoperability 
projects affecting rolling stock and other “structural subsystems”    xx
(infrastructure, command-control and signalling, and energy) which 
require a formal authorisation to place into service.  On 1 July 2012, CSM 
becomes applicable to all changes to subsystems.  In addition to 

covering technical (engineering) changes, CSM is also 
notably applicable to operational and organisational 
changes. 

Responsibility for complying with CSM lies primarily 
with the party proposing a change to technical systems, 
operation or organisation.  This will often be the 
Railway Undertaking (RU), train operator in old 
terminology, or Infrastructure Manager (IM) but can also 
be other bodies such as a principal contractor or 
manufacturer who are leading a project.  As with the 
introduction of many regulations, there is an exclusion 
process for projects which are at an advanced stage of 
development at the time of introduction. 

THE CSM FRAMEWORK 
CSM presents a framework process for assessing the 
significance of a proposed change and then carrying 
out a risk assessment.  The good news is that this 
framework will be easily recognizable to those familiar 
with the YB approach to risk assessment. 

The first stage in the CSM framework is to 
determine whether the proposed change is significant.  
The regulations define the criteria to examine: 

 Failure consequence – what is the credible  
worst-case scenario; 

 Novelty – both technological and for the 
implementing organisation; 

 Complexity; 

 Monitoring – can the implementation of the 
change be monitored and mitigating actions be 
taken; 

 Reversibility – can the change be undone; 

 Additionality – taking account of recent safety-
related modifications which were themselves not 
judged as ‘significant’. 

If the change is not considered as ‘significant’ then the 
rest of the CSM framework does not have to be 
applied, however the change still needs to be assessed 
under the proposer’s safety management system. 

Subsequent stages of the framework cover the risk 
assessment process.  These include system definition, 
and hazard identification and classification.   

An important aspect of CSM is the risk assessment 
principles, which allow hazards to be analysed and 
evaluated using one or more of the following 
approaches: 

 Application of codes of practice; 

 Comparison with similar reference systems; 

 Explicit risk estimation. 

Engineering Safety Management in Great Britain 
The Yellow Book and the European Common Safety Method 

By Martin Westerman The author is with Lloyd’s Register Rail 
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Emerging from the hazard analysis is the derivation of safety 
requirements and subsequently the demonstration of 
compliance with the safety requirements. 

Other elements which will be recognisable to those 
familiar with the YB include hazard management and 
engagement of an independent assessor. 

Supporting the Regulation, guidance documentation has 
been published by both the European Rail Agency (ERA) and 
the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR), and the ERA has been 
developing training material. 

CLOSING THOUGHTS 

Given that CSM is already partially in force and will be fully in 
force across Europe on 1 July 2012, there does not seem to 
be a good understanding of the new Regulation within the GB 
rail industry. 

Although CSM isn’t a radical departure from a YB 
approach, it may affect organisations’ safety management 
systems, and safety engineers will need to become familiar 
with the approach and terminology.  The scope of application 
of CSM is important, however, since it has a scope extending 
to operational and organisational changes within RUs and IMs. 

The “withdrawn” status of the YB has seemed like a 
dramatic change; however this does not mean that much of 
the guidance is suddenly obsolete.  Indeed the intention is for 
YB sections on risk assessment to be reissued by RSSB as 
Guidance Notes. 

In April you received a copy of the Conference 
Programme and Booking Form with your copy of IRSE 
NEWS.  If you haven’t yet booked, we suggest you do 
so soon.  ASPECT2012 is a three-day conference which runs 
from 10-12 September at the Queen Elizabeth II Conference 
Centre in London, UK.  

The conference includes: 
 Launch of the IRSE’s centenary year with a special VIP guest; 

 32 technical papers covering all aspects of signalling, communications and train control; 

 Speakers from 15 countries, representing all the regions where the IRSE is active; 

 Exhibition of products and services during refreshments breaks at the venue; 

 Conference dinner; 

 Drinks reception at the House of Lords, in the UK Parliament building. 
  
The conference is very keenly priced compared to commercial events – only £600+VAT 
for IRSE members, with further reductions for those attending the International 
Convention which follows immediately after ASPECT, and for younger and retired 
members.  If you can’t spare the time to attend the whole 3-day event, there are also 
options to book for individual days, with or without the evening social events. 
  
You can book using the form on the back page of the Conference Programme, or on 
line at www.irse.org .  Please note that there is a restriction on numbers at the evening 
social events, and places will be allocated in order of booking.  An evening at the 
House of Lords is a once in a lifetime opportunity, so book early to be sure you get 
there! 

The development and uptake of training courses within the GB 
industry has been slow, and there is currently no clear view of what 
expectation the industry has for practitioners to undergo formal 
training.  The guidance will no longer be neatly packaged in a 
single place (as has been the case with the YB), and if training 
becomes similarly fragmented it may be to the detriment of the 
industry. 

REFERENCES 

 Railway Safety Directive 2004/49/EC amended by 2008/110/EC 

 Commission Regulation (EC) No 352/2009 of  24 April 2009 on 
the adoption of a common safety method on risk evaluation and 
assessment 

 Guide for the application of the Commission Regulation on the 
adoption of a common safety method on risk evaluation and 
assessment as referred to in Article 6(3)(a) of the Railway Safety 
Directive, ERA/GUI/01-2008/SAF, version 1.1, 06/01/2009 

 ORR guidance on the application of the common safety method 
(CSM) on risk assessment and evaluation, September 2010 
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INTRODUCTION 
Firstly I must clarify that I am a Telecoms Engineer, and a 
Station Telecoms Engineer at that.  My limited knowledge of 
Signalling was gleamed whilst on the Network Rail graduate 
scheme – I do not profess to understand the minutiae of 
signalling technology or their applications - although I can 
recommend the Network Rail graduate scheme. 

I was astounded to receive a communication that I was to 
be considered for this prestigious award and furthermore to be 
successful.  It was an honour to be selected and so I put my 
mind to researching what I wished to see.  Seeking advice from 
others on what lay beyond our frontiers I decided that a visit to 
Spain, specifically Madrid, would be of great interest;  the  
re-development of the Metro de Madrid and the recent 
implementation of European Traffic Control System (ETCS) 
Level 2 on the Madrid-Barcelona line proved the most enticing 
options. 

THE WORST START TO A BETTER 
JOURNEY 
I started my journey from Rugby, having upgraded to first class 
for the weekend (at only £10 extra I may add).  The 12:23 from 
Rugby due in to London Euston at 13:14, a 51 minute journey.  
I arrived at 17:00 after having changed trains countless times, 
transitioning to a bus before taking the London Underground 
(Metropolitan Line) at their Watford Station.  It was an 
unfortunate series of events, one of the dark days that still 
plague the railway from time to time.  I must say whilst all the 
tools are there to disseminate and communicate information to 
passengers their application was varied and in most cases 
ineffective.  A shame considering my job entails specifying and 
installing these systems;  must remember to put more time in 
for training! 

The following day the journey improved dramatically, 
restoring my faith in UK rail just as it had started to ebb to the 
brink of no return.  The Brighton mainline and the Gatwick 
Express demonstrated that it can work, and work well, for 
coach loads of “wheelie-crate” wielding tourists and me. 

I arrived in Madrid ahead of schedule and in time, as always 
for a round of tapas before catching an early night – long week 
ahead. 

INFOGLOBAL 
Through my contacts in the contracting industry I had the 
fortune to meet a number of European suppliers of 
Telecommunications equipment, mainly station telecoms 
equipment, a.k.a “Station Information & Surveillance Systems 
(SISS).”  I was introduced to an international company, albeit 
mainly operating in Hispanic countries, that produced some 
interesting equipment. 

Their equipment was originally developed to provide track 
to train transmission of information, predominantly video 
images for Driver Only Operation (DOO) / One Person 
Operation (OPO) solutions.  In developing these systems they 
had effectively created a wireless telecommunications bearer for 
a multitude of services.  This has been exploited to a great 
extent throughout the Metro de Madrid to allow the trans-
mission of video images, infotainment and train running data.  
Within the station, commercial mobile radio is available to all 
allowing further dissemination of asset information via remote 
web access to system diagnostics, notwithstanding providing an 
important service to passengers. 

Infoglobal recognised that previous attempts at systems’ 
integration had failed due to non-standard protocols and 
interface issues.  The development of standardised wired and 
wireless protocols has now been applied across the market 
allowing integration.  They also recognised that cabling 
represented up to 80% of the cost associated with railway 
telecommunications schemes.  Whilst this may not be, exactly 
the case in the UK, the cost of cable installation and the 
inherent legacy of maintenance and renewal introduces 
significant fixed costs in the infrastructure, whether managed 
internally or outsourced. 

Infoglobal developed their product “Tebatren” to act as the 
foundation for further products IG Monitor and IG Spot.  Metro 
de Madrid tendered the contract to provide transmission of 
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) images from track to train on a 
line by line basis.  On the successful completion of the “trial” 
line Infoglobal were offered further lines.  More interestingly 
Metro de Madrid were offering long 20 year maintenance and 
enhancement contracts to successful tenderers.  This has forced 
designers to consider the full product and technology lifecycles, 
taking into account modular architectures and obsolescence.  
Further still companies would also be responsible for mainten-
ance so remote access via Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) systems, good installation practice, 
documentation and asset information management was 
paramount to provided a competitive price. 

Tebatren 

This is the product name for Infoglobal’s train to shore wireless 
commnunications system.  This has been rolled out on a number 
of Metro de Madrid’s lines to allow security information e.g. 
CCTV images to be shared across the Metro’s network.  This in 
turn allows remote monitoring and storage of the CCTV images 
at various locations across the Metro domain.  Fundamentally it 
is an Internet Protocol network backbone using WiFi to 
transceive data to/from the trains via leaky feeder installed 
throughout the line.  

Thorrowgood Scholarship:  Visit to Spanish Railways 
By James Sykes 

THORROWGOOD SCHOLARSHIP 
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IG Monitor 

IG Monitor uses the wireless communications network delivered 
by Tebatren to implement in-cab DOO / OPO.  This is achieved 
through the transmission of station-borne CCTV camera images 
to the cab. 

IG Spot 

This product has been developed to manage the advertising / 
infotainment requirements of transport industries.  It is 
essentially a digital media control system (comprising Digital 
Media Server, Players etc).  This product builds on the core 
Tebatren product but can be implemented over a number of 
different communication platforms. 

Fig 1:   Infotainment On-Board 

VISIT TO METRO DE MADRID 
Following on from the previous day’s visit to Infoglobal and a 
number of Metro de Madrid stations it was now time to reflect 
the information portrayed by the supplier onto the client.  I was 
not surprised; the enthusiasm and relish for new technology was 
apparent.   

In a world which was clear about its objective – customer 
service – the trip around the network raised numerous questions 
of my own technological drive; how had they managed to 
integrate new technology with old?  How did they balance the 
need for consistent asset management (= Customer Service in 
the UK) with a desire to introduce new technologies?  I should 
at this point state I am talking about SISS assets, however the 
general thrust seems to reflect the opinion of the rolling stock 
and signalling maintainers. 

Metro de Madrid has an asset to be proud of.  Significant 
amounts of investment before the economic downturn allowed 
them to implement new technology, line by line.  My mentors 
for the day, Laura and Fernando were graciously patient whilst I 
asked for a brief explanation of Speed Codes, Distance to Go 
and Communications Based Train Control (CBTC).  This allowed 
me to fully appreciate the operational aspects of my cab rides. 

The investment made was predominantly spent on new 
rolling stock for various lines so consequently there were a 
number of Signalling & Telecommunications (S&T) projects 
aligned to the overall objective.  In parallel, stations were to be 
upgraded to cater for increases in pedestrian flow and 
consequently Metro de Madrid saw the opportunity to update 
their stations services. 

It was notable that once more the availability of the service 
was paramount as existing legacy networks were retained whilst 
new signalling systems were installed, reducing the impact of 
failures – however at a cost to maintain the existing system until 
such a date when all old rolling stock could be decommissioned.  
On Line 1 there were 3 signalling systems in operation some in 
different locations and some to cater for the new rolling stock.  
This has led to longer migration periods. 

Laura emphasised that as the funding stream had reduced 
since the economic downturn the pace of asset renewals and 
enhancements had slowed and that now most of the focus was 
on getting the most out of these assets.  Our day was spent 
travelling on the Metro and visiting equipment rooms.  It was 
reassuring that each room held similar if not identical 
equipment / grey boxes to our own with only a few minor 
differences, most notably the prevalence of SCADA to allow 
remote review and diagnostics.  Each room was effectively 
secured using access control systems (no keys!) and protected 
using modern fire suppression systems, all managed and 
monitored via SCADA. 

Having learnt the previous day that three tiers of control 
were applied to the station systems (Security and Systems 
Control and Monitoring) it was easy to see how the systems 
allow access at each layer of integration:   

Tier 1 represents the station which is often not actively 
monitored locally but can be accessed via the equipment 
rooms.   

Tier 2 represents the metro lines; separate line controls for 
control and monitoring of security and station systems alone 
were readily visible from the public areas to assure passengers 
that people are monitoring the station.   

Finally Tier 3 which represents the whole Metro, seemingly 
more difficult to arrange a visit to than a cab ride on the Spanish 
High-Speed trains.  Security is considered vital after the Madrid 
bombings.  These tiers of Security Control and Monitoring are in 
parallel to a separate centralised maintenance centre where 
remote access via the SCADA systems allows for Reliability 
Centred Maintenance and efficient delivery of corrective action 
response. 

Towards the end of the day we travelled on the Metro Light 
Rail network, a privately funded tram system regulated by the 
government and operated by Metro de Madrid.  Taking the 
same principle of multiple operational practices the tram 
network uses a mix of CBTC signalling below ground and drive 
on sight above surface. 
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DIMETRONIC’S FACILITIES 
On day three of my trip I once again met with my mentor, 
Fernando, a signalling legend, having worked for Dimetronic for 
the majority of his working career, now a lecturer in Signalling for 
a Railway Engineering degree course.  I could not travel to 
Madrid without using the opportunity to see the world class 
facility run by Dimetronic, the Spanish arm of Invensys Rail. 

At Dimetronic there is a presentation suite which showcases 
their family of products for European Rail Traffic Management 
System (ERTMS) and CBTC; an operational simulator that 
demonstrates the functionality of their offerings to both 
conventional and mass transit networks.  After a brief, but painful 
(on their part) explanation of ERTMS and CBTC I was afforded a 
demonstration of ERTMS on the simulator.  This showed the 
setup procedure; inputting type of train (it is a simulator), head-
code, etc.  The simulator then starts, escalating through the ETCS 
levels before reaching speeds of up to 350 km/h (~220mph).   

The key selling point for Dimetronic was their people.  They 
are very passionate about the people that work for them and 
were adamant that I watched a short video showing their staff 
and years of service – this was supported by my tour of the 
facilities.  It was very important for them to introduce me to as 
many people as possible; although this may have been a result of 
Fernando’s presence – every single person obviously knew him 
from before his retirement or via the engineering degree.  It was 
encouraging to see that the same warmth of character displayed 
in the UK is obviously not confined to national boundaries but is 
quite demonstrably a trait concurrent with the Railway Industry as 
a whole, but most notably S&T! 

My tour continued from the design side to the manufacturing 
side of the facility where I saw racks of equipment bound for 
Spain, China, Singapore and other exotic destinations being built 
and tested.  To add to the new ERTMS and CBTC applications 
Dimetronic were still producing “Anuncio de Señales y Frenado 
Automático” (ASFA) Systems (Roughly translated to “Signalling 
Announcements and Automatic Braking” – a form of Automatic 
Train Protection (ATP)), Solid State Interlocking (SSI), Westlok 
and Westrace Interlockings or “Enclavamientos”.  These being 
built to support the renewal and upgrade of existing systems not 
implementing ERTMS. 

The day was ended with a suitably large and late lunch at one 
of the on-site restaurants, where discussions were directed to the 
next day’s activities and the layers of control and current projects 
within the UK. 

ATOCHA AND HIGH SPEED CONTROL 
I arrived at Atocha early for breakfast and to try and have a quick 
look around first; passenger behaviour spotting and Customer 
Information Screen reviewing being a fond past time of mine.   
I arrived by metro and immediately picked up the wayfinding to 
go in search for some “Zumo” and “Torrijas.”  Where we usually 
put our platforms I was greeted by a large botanical garden – the 
barrel sheds acting as a perfect greenhouse.  After further 
investigation it was apparent that the last station refurbishment 
had added the “AVE” (High Speed) terminal at one level with the 
“Cercanias” (suburban) and “Media Distancia” (Medium 
Distance) services continuing unperturbed below.  Significant 

remodelling of the streetscape was still underway at the front of 
the station. 

Having toured the inside and the outside of the station it was 
clear that the high speed control was “inconspicuous” to say the 
least.  A fairly modest building from the outside – with no readily 
apparent door! 

Fig 2:    Atocha High Speed Control 

 
The inside speaks for itself; a modern fully integrated 

operational control centre.  The centre can be used to operate 
the entire High-Speed network, however the operational 
concept avoids putting all eggs in one basket.  The approach has 
been that Operational control of any individual line is usually 
from geographically independent locations along the line of 
route (e.g. Zaragoza for the Madrid to Barcelona line).  Madrid 
controls the passage of trains into Madrid and the line to Seville.  
The Operational Control Centres or Centro de Regulacion y 
Control (CRCs) also monitor the electrification changeovers (a.c. 
– d.c. overhead lines), this is usually simultaneous to the gauge 
changes as well.  Furthermore their SCADA network for the High 
Speed services feed back to the Operational Control Centre and 
the alarms are monitored here.  This essentially brings the 
remote monitoring of assets (e.g. S&T), the Electrical Control 
Room (ECR) and Operational Control into one room.  Combined 
with mimic panels and redundant desks to allow remote 
management of other high speed lines this makes the Madrid 
CRC a very powerful tool. 

As part of the tour I was also allowed to enter the different 
equipment and plant rooms beneath the Operations Centre 
floor.  I am glad to report they are much the same as ours with 
Interlockings / Equipment Racks / Servers etc.  The opportunity 
to see the equipment in-situ enabled me to ask more questions 
to further develop my understanding. 

The Practical – Travelling at 300 km/h 

I met Fernando at Atocha to take the 10:30 AVE train, arriving at 
Barcelona Sants at 13:15 – a journey time of 2 hours and 45 
minutes.  Fernando was to make part of the journey, returning to 
Madrid from Zaragoza, the only other stop on the line.   

Fernando had, through the university, been able to secure a 
cab ride on the AVE train but only to Zaragoza.  I would have to 
travel in the luxury of the passenger coaches for the rest of the 
journey. 

THORROWGOOD SCHOLARSHIP 
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Fig 3:    Atocha Low Level – High Speed Services 

 
The line had recently been upgraded from ETCS Level 1 only 

to Level 2, facilitating speeds of up to 350 km/h (or ~220 mph).  
Unfortunately the system was under trial operations, allowing 
drivers to receive training on the new controls / protocols so the 
train speed had been limited to 300 km/h with the intention of 
increasing the speed before Christmas. 

After stowing my bags near my prescribed seat, we walked to 
the front of the train to meet the driver, armed with only a 
stamped letter.  Following a short conversation in Spanish and an 
apology from me for my complete lack of comprehension we 
entered the cab and chose our spot.  Fernando explained the 
controls, referring back to the similar equipment and functions 
seen at Dimetronic (albeit these trains were manufactured by 
Siemens ). 

Fig 4:    Disembarking Atocha 

 
As can been seen from the photo above the platforms are 

extremely long, and for good reason.  Each platform is long 
enough to allow incoming trains to stop, allowing passengers to 
alight at the “Arrivals” area of the station limiting pedestrian flow 
issues.  The train then proceeds forward to the “Departures” end 
of the platform.  The crossover allows a number of operational 
permutations giving a greater flexibility to manage the train 
service and plan for the future. 

The train was also programmed to work in ASFA for the initial 
stages until it was signalled onto the ERTMS equipped lines.  We 
progressed from ASFA, to ETCS Level 1 and finally ETCS Level 2.  
We left Madrid and crossed the arid landscape, almost a desert, 
to Zaragoza.  The journey took 1 hour and 15 minutes; by car this 

journey would have been 3 hours and 30 minutes.  We met a 
number of trains coming the opposite direction; as you can see 
not all services are the AVE trains (I was in a AVE Series 103) but 
also other Spanish trains (CAF / Alstom – Alvia S-120 – Top 
speed 250 km/h). 

Fig 5:     Passing Train 

At Zaragoza, Fernando departed and I was to return to the 
comfort of a passenger seat; by this stage I had been sat on a 
plastic panel with three others in the drivers’ cab.  I was offered 
to stay in the cab all the way to Barcelona I immediately said “Si” 
and rushed back into the cab to regain my place.  

 

Fig 6:     Architecture or Sympathetic Engineering? 

 
The last leg of the journey went past quickly as we travelled 

towards the Mediterranean.  After several furtive attempts at 
Spanish the cabin fell silent and we instead started looking at the 
world pass by, the drivers pointing out their favourite features of 
the journey, mainly bridges and tunnels, all foreseeable on the 
Driver Machine Interface! 

At Barcelona my journey and tour had officially finished 
however I still needed to return to England. 
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THE BEST END TO A 
BETTER JOURNEY 
After arriving at Barcelona Sants I was to 
travel north to France for a short stay with 
family before returning home. 

Fig 7:     Commuter Luxury to the end of the line 

I took the rush hour Renfe Media 
Distancia service from Barcelona to 
Figueres where I continued my journey by 
car.  A short stay in Perpignan before flying 
back to London Gatwick. 

The journey from Gatwick to Rugby 
went perfectly, all services on time, I arrived 
home in plenty of time to prepare for the 
week ahead. 

Thank you to the IRSE for giving me this 
opportunity and to our Spanish friends for 
making my experience enjoyable and 
memorable. In particular I would like to 
thank the following people: 

Fernando Montes 
Laura Carmen Simon Vena 
Francisco Coca Azcoitia 
Colin Porter 
Paul Darlington 
Tom Chaffin 
Matthew Lupton 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

GE Transportation has announced its intention to enter the global ERTMS market, 
launching its first products at the UIC's 10th ERTMS World Congress in Stockholm on 
April 25.  A GE PowerHaul diesel locomotive is to be used as a European onboard 
equipment demonstrator from 2013. 

GE Transportation has invested US$60m to develop its Tempo product range in 
just 40 months, according to Marketing Leader Christophe Eline.  The company now 
has over 100 staff working on the project at two centres in Paris and at Sesto, near 
Firenze, which opened in 2009-10.  

Designed for both ETCS Level 1 and Level 2 applications, a common scaleable 
Tempo Vital Platform (TVP) hosts any of the core systems: Onboard Controller, 
Lineside Equipment Unit, Radio Block Centre or Interlocking Controller.  This helps to 
reduce the number of spare parts needed.  Certified to Cenelec SIL4, the TVP is 
suitable for use with centralised or distributed system architectures.  The Tempo family 
also incorporates an integrated suite of design, application and verification tools.  

The launch customer for Tempo ETCS will be an open access freight operator 
which is to put a PowerHaul locomotive assembled by Turkish firm Tülomsas into 
service on routes in Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Germany and Switzerland 
during 2013.  GE is currently in discussions with potential customers for the lineside 
elements. 

GE Transportation enters the ERTMS market  

Additional measures to ‘facilitate’ the deployment of the European Rail Traffic 
Management System have been agreed by the European Commission and the rail 
sector, with the signing of a further Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)  in 
København on the 16 April, 2012. 

The signing formed part of an event organised by the Danish Presidency of the EU, 
jointly chaired by Danish Transport Minister Henrik Dam Kristensen and Commission 
Vice-President for Transport Siim Kallas.  Signatories to the memorandum include the 
Commission, the European Railway Agency, railway associations CER, UIC, UNIFE, EIM 
and ERFA plus the GSM-R Industry Group. 

Building on a previous MoU signed in 2008, the new agreement recognises that 
ERTMS has become ‘a global standard’, and underlines the importance of maintaining 
common specifications.  It envisages a number of specific measures to facilitate future 
deployment across Europe, particularly in terms of maintenance and the need to 
ensure stability of the specifications following the introduction of Baseline 3 at the end 
of this year. 

Other aspects covered by the memorandum include technical harmonisation, 
testing, certification and approvals processes.  The MoU also calls for ‘strong policy 
measures’ to encourage the upgrading of existing ETCS installations to the new 
interoperable standards. 

Perhaps reflecting on the reported reluctance of the German government to fit 
ETCS on its share of various trans-European corridors to previously agreed timescales, 
the signatories to the MoU emphasised the need for ‘strict implementation’ of the 
ERTMS Deployment Plan.  All of the priority corridors should now be equipped with 
ETCS by 2020.  

ETCS priority corridors: 

 A: Rotterdam/Antwerpen/Zeebrugge – Genova; 
 B: Stockholm – Napoli; 

 C: Rotterdam/Antwerpen - Basel/Lyon; 

 D: Budapest – Valencia; 

 E: Dresden – Constanta; 

 F: Rotterdam/Antwerpen - Aachen - Terestpol – Kaunas. 

ERTMS accord signed 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 

Using what they have called a ‘New Signalling Solution for Cost 
Effective Regional Rail Traffic Management’, Bombardier 
Transportation has delivered the world's first application of a 
European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) regional 
solution on the Vasterdal line in Sweden.  The ground-breaking 
BOMBARDIER INTERFLO 550 ERTMS regional system reduces 
operational costs and accommodates increased traffic capacity 
and automated train control around the clock. 

Meeting the new rail control specification of the 
International Union of Railways (UIC) for less intensively used 
routes, the system began operation earlier this spring.  The 
newly equipped line is the pilot project under Bombardier's 
frame agreement with the Swedish Transport Administration 
(STA), the country's national rail operator. 

INTERFLO 550 technology has effectively upgraded the line 
from manual to automatic control, creating a sustainable 
alternative for lines otherwise burdened with the cost of 
maintaining manual operation or upgrading to traditional 
remote-controlled signalling.  The new system combines the 
ERTMS standard for onboard Automatic Train Protection (ATP) 
with a radio-based wayside system, thereby minimising trackside 
equipment. 

Peter Cedervall, President, Rail Control Solutions, 
Bombardier Transportation said "This is a significant 
achievement for Bombardier as it is the first line globally to go 
into operation with ERTMS technology optimised for regional 
lines, which offers a number of benefits for applications 
worldwide.  Bombardier continues to be a leader in ERTMS 
technology globally, from its balise technology chosen as the 
heart of the system, to the highest speed technology running in 
China and on some of the busiest lines in Europe. This latest 
innovation is a further important addition to our product and 
technology portfolio helping to maximise rail traffic flow." 

More than 400 delegates attending the UIC’s 10th ERTMS 
World Congress in Stockholm were given the opportunity to 
sample the first application of ETCS Level 3 train control on 
April 24, when Trafikverket and Bombardier hosted a technical 
visit to the Västerdalsbanan pilot project for ERTMS Regional. 

The 143 km single-track line linking Repbäcken near 
Börlange with Malun has been equipped under a framework 
contract awarded in 2005 which covered both the development 
and installation of ERTMS Regional.  The first equipment was 
installed in 2008, and test trains began running in 2010.  
Following extensive testing and a three-day closure for final 
commissioning, the equipment was put into full commercial 
operation on February 21. 

The former manual dispatching arrangements have been 
replaced by a computer-based ‘Traffic Control Centre (TCC)’ in 
Börlange, which combines the interlocking and Radio Block 
Centre functions.  This is controlled remotely from the regional 
dispatching centre at Gävle.  Seven object controllers have been 
provided to operate turnouts at the stations along the route, 
connected to the TCC using various links and Transmission 
Control and Internet Protocols. 

Under Level 3, the trains report their position to the TCC 
every six seconds, using on-board odometry which is reset by 
balises at intervals, and receive movement authorities in return.  
At present train integrity is supervised by the drivers, but an  
end-of-train detector is under development. 

Although ERTMS Regional is designed for moving block, 
Trafikverket has specified a ‘virtual fixed block’ application to 
simplify the changes to its operating rules.  Pairs of balises and 
marker boards are provided at each station, with intermediate 
balises every five kilometres along the line, allowing trains to 
follow each other through a single line section.  Trials with 
moving block are to be undertaken in the next few months. 

With the pilot line now in full operation, Trafikverket is 
planning to roll out ERTMS Regional to further secondary 
routes.  Contracts are being negotiated within the framework 
agreement, covering the 67 km line from Bastuträsk to 
Skellefteå in the north of the country and the Dannemora – 
Hargshamm line near Gävle.  According to the infrastructure 
manager’s Head of ERTMS Sven-Håkan Nilsson, both routes 
should be operational by the end of 2013 or early 2014. 

Sweden unveils first ETCS Level 3  

Network Rail has awarded Signalling Solutions Ltd a contract to 
install Smartlock interlocking technology to replace the current 
electromechanical signalling on the Poole‐Wool line on the 
South West coast.  Work is due to start in April 2012 with the main 
commissioning to be completed in May 2013. 

A new Smartlock interlocking system will replace the four 
existing mechanical signal boxes at Poole, Hamworthy, 
Wareham and Wool, and will control their combined area from 
a new panel located in the Basingstoke Area Signalling Centre. 

The resignalling will also enable a regular return passenger 
service to operate from the heritage Swanage Railway into 
Wareham Station, as well as more flexibility of train movements 
in the whole area. 

Resignalling in Dorset 

ERTMS Regional in Sweden 
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IECC goes Scalable 

DeltaRail’s next generation signalling control system, IECC Scalable, has gone 
live controlling trains on Network Rail infrastructure.  IECC Scalable is the 
successor to the original Integrated Electronic Control Centre which is the most 
widely deployed VDU based signalling control system on Network Rail, with over 
50 workstations in service, controlling many of the busiest parts of the network. 

IECC Scalable is a new hardware and software platform for all sizes of 
signalling projects, with excellent price performance for both the small renewal of 
a mechanical signal box and the large Regional Control Centres.  IECC Scalable 
replicates all of the features of the original IECC system, including automatic 
route setting, and provides a new and innovative software architecture which will 
deliver very significant improvements in operational flexibility. 

IECC Scalable is going through an initial Network Rail product acceptance as 
a like for like equivalent of the existing system, which DeltaRail now refers to as 
“IECC Classic”.  The practical proof of this is now under way in a pilot trial at 
Swindon B Signalling Centre, where an IECC Classic has been in service since 
1993.  A new IECC Scalable has been installed alongside the IECC Classic, with 
an arrangement to swap the connections to the existing signaller’s workstation, 
interlockings and external interfaces between the two systems.  After initial 
rehearsals in possession, IECC Scalable was commissioned on 18 March and now 
controls high speed passenger and freight trains around the busy junction at 
Didcot on the main route from London to Bristol, Cardiff and Oxford. 

Although the installation at Swindon is a pilot trial, Network Rail have already ordered IECC Scalable for a number of re-signalling 
and re-control projects, with commissionings planned at Cambridge, Harrogate and the Thames Valley Signalling Centre before the 
end of 2012. 

IECC Scalable alongside the SSI interlockings in the 
equipment room at Swindon B signalling centre. 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

Infrastructure manager Jernbaneverket confirmed on the 17 April 
2012, that control of its Bergen - Geilo line had been successfully 
switched to a new control centre.  This is a key step in its three-
year programme to resignal the entire Bergen - Honefoss route, 
which is due to be completed by the end of May. 

Faced with the problem of obtaining spares for its obsolete 
ECTC interlocking installed in 1979, Jernbaneverket decided to 
replace the entire CTC installation with a new Siemens Vicos 
interlocking, under a design and construct contract valued at 
NKr61m.  As well as resignalling the existing stations, the project 
includes the introduction of intermediate block posts to increase 
line capacity. 

CTC has been used widely in Norway since the first installation 
on the Ofotbanan in 1963, but the Bergen line is the last of 
Norway’s main lines to be provided with a modern remote control 
system, according to project manager Kjell Atle Gullbraa.  

Installation of the Vicos equipment on the Bergen line began 
last year, along with an Internet Protocol-based communications 
network using an optic fibre backbone.  Following the transfer of 
control for the Bergen area, the remainder of the route will be 
migrated to the new control centre over the next two months, 
concluding with the Hol – Hønefoss section. 

Another new feature is a dedicated link between the new 
Bergen line control centre and the existing Vestfold line control 
centre in Drammen.  This will enable either centre to act as a back-
up to the other in the event of any disruption. 

Norwegian Resignalling moves forward  

Alstom India has won a contract from Delhi Metro Rail (DMRC) 
to supply its Urbalis train control system to Corridor 2 of the 
new Jaipur metro rail network in India.  Alstom will design, 
manufacture, supply, install, test and commission the complete 
train control, traffic management and signalling systems for 
Corridor 2 of Phase 1 of the Jaipur metro.   

The 23 km long Corridor 1, which will be 5 km underground 
and 18 km elevated, will connect Sitapura to Ambabari, while 
Corridor 2 is an 11.6 km line that will link Mansarovar to Badi 
Chaupar, with 2.3 km being underground and 9.3 km elevated.  
Two Corridors linking north-south and east-west will make up 
the initial phase of the Jaipur metro rail project. 

The company claims that the Urbalis automated train 
operation and traffic management system will ensure optimal 
train driving and energy savings for Jaipur metro, as well as 
safety, flexible operations and passenger comfort.  Corridor 2 of 
the new Jaipur metro is the fifth metro track in the country to be 
equipped with Urbalis, following Delhi Lines 1 and 2, and 
Bangalore Lines 1 and 2. 

Alstom's units in Delhi, Bangalore (India), Bologna (Italy), 
Saint Ouen and Villeurbanne (France) will be involved in 
delivering the project.  Earlier this month, DMRC awarded a 
$15m contract to ABB to provide power solutions for the 
proposed Jaipur metro.  When fully operational, the Jaipur mass 
rapid transport system (MRTS) is expected to carry about 11 000 
commuters every hour on each rail Corridor. 

Train control system for Jaipur metro  
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AUCKLAND UPGRADE 

The decision by KiwiRail to comprehensively upgrade 
Auckland’s rail network holds some lessons for 
Australia’s ageing metropolitan rail networks. 

The first lesson is the best delivery method is to be bold and 
undertake a complete overhaul rather than patch and integrate 
signalling infrastructure systems as occurs in Australia.   

The second lesson is the preferred system of financing – this is 
something all of us will learn of in the future and the jury is 
currently out on the hybrid New Zealand programme.   

The third is scale – can a project such as this be successfully 
implemented in Australia without massive disruption and huge 
costs?   

The fourth, most positive message is that upgrading the rail 
system will deliver higher levels of patronage commensurate with 
the quality of work undertaken.   

Perhaps the fifth lesson is that the latest technology to 
upgrade rail systems is off the shelf and can be installed by 
Australian technicians in a rapid and effective manner. 

The $600m Auckland rail upgrade project involves the world’s 
first installation of Invensys Rail’s next generation WESTRACE MkII 
interlocking, and the upgrading of 40 stations and tunnels.  This 
will be followed by the Installation of 25 kV overhead power, and 
the provision of 51 new trains and 171 carriages plus the first 
major new station since the 1930s.   

A truly massive undertaking but only a fraction of the 1600 km 
in Sydney and 372 km in Melbourne.  It is closer in size to the 173 
kilometres in Perth, but the lessons are universal. 

Unlike Australia’s patched up metropolitan rail networks, 
Auckland had received little to no investment in its ageing diesel 
powered rail system for almost 80 years and had falling rail 
patronage.  The new investment is paying off with recent 
patronage figures topping 70 million trips in the year to March – 
figures not seen since the 1950s. 

The European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) 
upgrade of the Auckland Metropolitan Network Train Control and 
Resignalling project took almost three years and was rolled out 
parallel with the existing system to minimise disruption. 

Rugby fans from Australia will have enjoyed the system last 
year being transported to and from Eden Park Stadium during the 
Rugby World Cup in September and October 2011. 

Installation of WESTRACE MkII on KiwiRail’s network has 
provided a long list of benefits including: 

 high system availability;  

 flexible architecture with simple plug and play maintenance;  

 fast system configuration; 

 minimal operational delays. 

This Article was first published in “Rail Express”, an electronic 
newsletter published by Informa Australia and is reprinted here 
with the kind permission of the Editor, Jennifer Perry. 

Francis Dwornik is General Manager of Pacific Services Group,  
Rail Division and a regular contributor to Rail Express. 

The incidence of signalling failures has greatly reduced and 
the system is faster operating, easier to maintain and more 
reliable. 

A fully compliant European Train Control System (ETCS) 
Level 1 Automatic Train Protection (ATP) will provide added 
safety for all rail users and workers, with bi-directional running 
providing additional train operating flexibility. 

The components to be installed in Auckland include the 
latest generation train control system, interlockings, trackside 
and ERTMS Level 1 train protection system equipment.   

They are designed to work together, enabling routes to be 
safely set and the management of train movements optimised.  
Should a driver exceed optimum speed the system intervenes 
automatically to slow the train to a safe speed.   

This is the same system as installed in Perth that will shortly 
require upgrading when it expands its capacity and is under 
consideration in Adelaide.  Metro Trains Melbourne has 
Expressions Of Interest out in Melbourne for high capacity 
signalling, and ERTMS is being rolled out in Sydney by 2021 – 
subject to government funding. 

Funding is one of the critical issues for such large scale 
investment.  Originally the Auckland Regional Council envisaged 
the novel idea that a regional fuel tax of five cents per litre 
would assist in funding the new system, but the National 
Government cancelled that idea and provided a $500m loan 
with Auckland paying approximately half of the cost from rates 
as well as also paying track access charges per year to KiwiRail. 

The fuel surcharge would seem to be a logical model.  It 
makes driving less attractive and funds the alternative transport 
system by driving people out of cars and on to trains. 

What is special about the NZ experience is that even the 
compromised funding model is not reliant on a government 
department with a cheque.  This would be a novel experience 
for Australian (and most international) rail systems that rely so 
heavily on government subsidies. 

I believe the NZ experiment can be further expanded from 
this ticket revenue model to incorporate air rights (building over 
stations) and using trackside land for development similar to the 
MTR system in Hong Kong. 

The idea of cutting the reliance on government for survival is 
the key to revitalising rail and providing the high quality services 
the public demands. 

Not only that, but the governments of Australia cannot 
afford to pay the billions required to bring the rail systems into 
the 21st century – and they shouldn’t have to pay if Auckland is 
successful with its hybrid funding money. 

 
(A Detailed paper on the re-signalling of the Auckland Suburban 
Area is due to be presented by Noel Burton, Invensys Rail, NZ  
at Aspect 2012 – Ed) 

Auckland has some lessons for Australia 
Some comments by Francis Dwornik 
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IRSE MATTERS 

The Annual General Meeting of the Institution was held at 18:00 
on 20 April 2012 at the Institution of Engineering and 
Technology at Savoy Place, London.   

Claire Porter, our first outgoing female President, outlined 
some of the major issues tackled by the Council during the year 
and thanked everyone around the world for the support she had 
received during her year as President.   

The Treasurer, Martin Govas, highlighted a number of the 
figures from the Annual Report (circulated to all members with 
the April IRSE NEWS) and since no one raised any questions, the 
Annual Report and Accounts for 2011 were adopted.   

The President announced the results of the ballot for Council 
for 2012-13 as follows: 

President: Francis How   

Vice-Presidents: David Weedon  Christian Sevestre 

Members of Council from class of Fellow: 
  Ken Burrage Jim Irwin  Ian Mitchell   

 Markus Montigel Charles Page   Andrea Parker 

  Alan Rumsey  Andrew Simmons Gary Simpson 

  Peter Symons    

Members of Council from Class of Member: 

  Ian Allison  George Clark   Peter Grant  
 Buddhadev Dutta Chowdhury   Tony Kornas 
 Andy Stringer 

Members of Council from Class of Associate Member: 

  Simon Eastmond Laura Simón Vena 
 
A vote of thanks was given to Wim Coenraad (Past-President) 

who was retiring from Council after 12 years service.   
The auditors, Ian Katté were re-appointed for a further year.  

The President then went on to make a number of presentations 
of the Institution’s major awards. 

Dell Award 
The first presentation was to the winner of 
the Dell Award, Stephen Rodgers from 
Tube Lines Ltd.  The Dell award is made 
annually under a bequest of the late Robert 
Dell OBE (Past President) and is awarded to 
a member of the Institution employed by 
London Underground Ltd or one of its 
successor companies for achievement of a 
high standard of skill in the science and 
application of Railway signalling.  The award 
takes the form of a plaque with a uniquely 
designed shield being added each year with 
the recipient’s name engraved on it and a 
cheque for £300 to spend as the recipient 
wishes. 

Stephen joined LU as a graduate trainee 
in 1993.  On completion of his training, he 
worked on the Central Line Project.   While 
working on the Project he successfully 

discharged a number of roles, including the roll-out of the new 
Automatic Train Protection system across the line, testing the 
Automatic Train Operation sub-system, and then leading task 
teams responsible for achieving reliability growth of the new 
signalling system.   

In 2001 he left LU, and since then has worked as a consultant 
to Tube Lines on the upgrades of the Jubilee and Northern Lines.  
Stephen was instrumental in developing the technical aspects of 
the Transmission Based Train Control Contract used for these 
Upgrades and in his extensive time on this project has played key 
roles including the Tube Lines Resident Engineer with Thales 
Canada in Toronto and Northern Line Project Engineering 
Manager.   Stephen's disciplined approach to these roles has 
ensured sound engineering has been applied throughout the 
project. 

Stephen is also the Secretary to the IRSE Examination 
Committee and is responsible for co-ordinating the exam 
questions and marking of papers.   

Thorrowgood scholarship  
The second award made was to the winner of the 2011 

Thorrowgood Scholarship, Tom McGovern, of Jacobs in London, 
who achieved a distinction in Module 2, and three credits in 
Modules 1, 3 and 5 which he took in the Institution’s professional 
examination held in October 2011.   

The Thorrowgood scholarship is awarded annually under a 
bequest of the late W J Thorrowgood (Past President) to assist 
the development of a young engineer employed in the signalling 
and telecommunications field of engineering and takes the form 
of an engraved medallion and sponsorship of £1500 to finance a 
study tour of railway signalling and telecommunications 
installations or manufacturing facilities.  The award is made to 
the Institution young member normally attaining at least a pass 
with credit in four modules in the Institution’s professional 
examination. 

Annual General Meeting & Presentations, 20 April 2012 

Stephen Rodgers receiving the Dell Award Tom McGovern receiving Thorrowgood medal 
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IRSE AGM 
Honorary Fellows  

The Chief Executive then announced that the Council had 
decided to elect two Fellows as Honorary Fellows of the 
Institution in recognition of long and distinguished service to the 
profession and to the IRSE.   

The first was Wim Coenraad for his time on Council leading to 
his role as President in 2007/8 and his support for the formation 
of a Local Section in The Netherlands in 2008.   

The second was Antonio Vasconceles in recognition of the 
service he has rendered in furthering the objects of the 
profession and the Institution in Portugal over many years, and in 
particular his support for the Convention held in Lisbon in 2001 
and subsequent technical visits. 

Wim was invited to come forward to receive his new 
certificate of membership from the President to warm applause.   

Antonio was unable to be present in London but his 
certificate has been sent to him. 

Presidential Hand-over 
After the presentation of these awards, as well as two Merit 

Awards referred to elsewhere, the President handed over the 
Presidential Chain of Office to the incoming President, Francis 
How and asked him to take the chair.   

Francis on assuming the chair invested Claire with her Past-
President’s medallion and went on to thank her for her 
contribution to the Institution during her term.  He had a surprise 
presentation to be made to her too, and asked Dr Mike Short, 
the President of the IET to come onto the stage.  Mike Short said 
how pleased he was to be present at an event organised by 
another engineering Institution taking place in the home of the 
IET and he wanted to make everyone very welcome and hoped 
that there would be increasing co-operation between the two 
Institutions, particularly as the IRSE Chief Executive had recently 
completed a long term as Treasurer of the IET.  He then went on 
to present Claire Porter with a framed IET Fellows certificate in 
recognition of her recent election to that grade of membership in 
the IET.   

Francis then continued with his President’s address (published 
in the May 2012 IRSE NEWS). 

After his address, Ray Brown, the President in 1980, in 
proposing the vote of thanks to the new 
President for his address, stated it was of 
course always a privilege to speak on these 
occasions, at the Annual General Meeting 
and the election of a new President of this 
Institution.  It was a notable event in each 
year and especially in its one hundredth 
year since that inaugural meeting in 1912.   
It was especially a privilege for him as it was 
some thirty-two years since he last 
addressed the membership in this building.  
He suspected there were a few here who 
may even remember the occasion.  There 
may also be some younger ones who were 
thinking “why have they dragged someone 
back from history for this event.”  

There was a reason; he had an excuse for being present which 
in due course he came to – he was instrumental in recruiting the 
President into the profession when he joined British Rail.   

He gave a very sincere and moving speech (which will be fully 
reported in the Proceedings) and finished by saying that “our 
President tonight had really produced a vision for the future, a 
vision based on his experience over the years he has spent in this 
industry.  It presented an exciting prospect with the IRSE playing 
a leading part in these developments, and closed by saying a 
thank you to the President for his experience and your vision” 
and commenting “Members and Council do take notice, it is in 
your hands” and with that, there was long applause from those 
present. 

After the end of the meeting, the 48th Annual Dinner was held 
at the restored Savoy Hotel next door and which made, as usual, 
a very pleasant way of finishing the evening. 

 
Colin Porter,  

Chief Executive 

Wim Coenraad receiving his certificate from Claire Porter            Claire Porter and Francis How 

Ray Brown proposing the vote of thanks to the new President, Francis How 
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Further IRSE Merit Awards 
After a gap of a several years, Council have recently agreed a 
further number of Merit Awards.  The award, introduced by 
Council in 2007, recognises meritorious service to the Institution 
by an individual.   
 

Ian Allison 
At the Annual General Meeting held in London on 20 April 2012, 
Ian Allison, the Editor of IRSE NEWS and Mark Watson-Walker, 
the Institution’s Systems Manager, were presented with their 
awards by the outgoing President, Claire Porter. 

Ian Allison was nominated by a member for his enthusiasm in 
promoting the need for an IRSE Section devoted to those 
members who carried out S&T activities, often on a voluntary 
basis, for the many preserved and minor railways, not only in the 
UK but also around the world, which resulted in the formation of 
the Minor Railways Section in 2009.  When considering this 
nomination, Council considered that Ian’s enthusiastic editing of 
IRSE NEWS for many years also warranted mention and so the 
award was to recognise both contributions to the Institution. 

 

Mark Watson-Walker  
Mark Watson-Walker was nominated for his long service to the 
Institution as an employee, being our first ever full-time 
employee with the role of Licensing Registrar in 1994 and helping 
establish the licensing scheme, and his work since then not only 
as Systems Manager but also the support he has given in his own 
time at technical meetings over the years. 
 

Quentin Macdonald 
At the Annual Dinner which followed the AGM on the 20 April 
2012, the new President, Francis How, was able to spring a 
surprise on a third Merit Award winner, Quentin Macdonald, 
known to many simply as Q!  Quentin has organised on a 
voluntary basis for 20 years, the Annual Dinner, initially at the IEE 
refectory at Savoy Place, London, and when we outgrew that, the 
Waldorf Hotel, Aldwych, finally settling on the Savoy Hotel when 
we outgrew the Waldorf.   

His award was to recognise his significant contribution in 
organising the dinners during that period (and to the stomachs of 
the members and guests!) and thus also to the financial 
contribution the dinner has made over the years to supporting 
our learned society activities. 

 
All three are very deserving recipients of this award. 

 
Colin Porter,  

Chief Executive  

 

Ian Allison receiving his award from Claire Porter 

Mark Watson Walker receiving his award from Claire Porter 

Quentin Macdonald receiving his award from Francis How 

Photos:  Ken Burrage and Colin Porter 
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IRSE SYMBOLS OF OFFICE 

FRANK HORLER  
Past President Frank Horler was born in 1886 and began his railway signalling career aged 16 in 
the London and North Western Railway drawing office at Crewe in 1902.  After service in the First 
World War, during which he was commissioned in the field, he was demobilised in 1919 with the 
rank of Captain.  He then became Assistant Signal Engineer of the North Eastern Railway at York and 
later, after the amalgamation of the North Eastern and Great Eastern Railways to form the London and 
North Eastern Railway, he was Assistant Signal and Telegraph Engineer on the L&NER at York.   
He resigned from this post in 1930 to become the Signal Engineer of the Siemens and General Electric 
Railway Signal Company, which position he held until his retirement in 1953.  He joined the IRSE in 1920, 
was elected to Council in 1930 and became President in 1950. 

In his Presidential address to the Institution on March 17 1950 Mr Horler remarked 
that a choice between art and signalling had been open to him after his first few years of 
experience on the railway and that he had adopted signalling as a profession and art as a 
pastime.  He was not only a successful signal engineer, loyal worker and supporter of the 
Institution; he was also a man with considerable artistic talents, being a skilful worker in 
wood and silver and also an accomplished painter both in oils and watercolour. 

THE INSTITUTION GAVEL 
Prior to his Presidential year in 1950 he had made and presented to the Institution a 
beautifully hand-carved hard wood beech gavel for use in calling meetings to order. 

He also produced illuminated addresses, which were greatly admired and were 
presented from time to time to distinguished guests of the Institution.  He was 
responsible for the design of the Institution membership certificate and personally 
inscribed in exquisite hand writing the names of individuals upon the certificates as they 
were admitted to membership.  He produced the self-portrait pictured above, which was 
published in the Proceedings for 1950 in place of the usual photographic image of the 
President for the year. 

THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN OF OFFICE 
After his retirement in 1953 he qualified as a silversmith and then designed and made the 
Presidential Chain of Office, which he presented to the Institution on February 15 1956. 

The design motif of the pendant of the Chain of Office is taken from the emblem of 
the Institution and bears the same Greek motto, which when translated means “I bring a 
far shining sign”.  The medallion is carved in relief and fretted, with a concave backing in 
blue enamel.  It is hung from an oval three-way link bearing the initials I.R.S.E., also with a 
blue enamel background and which in turn is supported by two branching decorative 
links each mounting three stones of the signalling colours, red, yellow, and green and 
terminating above in buckles to take a blue moiré ribbon. 

Mr. Horler also designed and made a velvet-lined case for the safe keeping of the 
greatly admired and highly prized Chain of Office. 

THE PRESIDENTIAL ROLL 
On the occasion of the Institution’s Golden Jubilee in 1962 Mr Horler made and 
presented to the Institution a Presidential Roll in the form of a mahogany triptych bearing 
the name and emblem of the Institution and engraved plates showing the names of all 
the Presidents since its inception in 1912, with provision for adding further names in the 
future.  Names of Presidents continued to be added up until 1971 when, probably 
because of his advancing years (he was by then 85 years old), the practice had ceased 
and the Roll was placed in store.   

Past President Frank Horler  
and the IRSE Symbols of Office 
By Ken Burrage 

1 

2 

3 
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In celebration of the Institution’s Centenary this year it has 
been brought out of storage.  It has been cleaned and 
refurbished by Ken Burrage and brought up to date with further 
engraved plates added to show all the Presidents for the last 
100 years.  It is hoped that it can now go on permanent display 
in the Institution’s HQ offices. 

Mr Horler’s interest in the Institution was always assiduous.  
He served on nearly all the standing committees and was 
Chairman of the special committee on standardisation of 
electrical interlocking tables.   He contributed several papers to 
the Proceedings and in every way possible helped in the 
Institution’s activities for the spread of technical information.   

Throughout his career he found the problems of signalling a 
continuous fascination.  He also had a wide and varied range of 
hobbies and artistic recreation, and even in his late eighties he 
was still attending lectures and art classes and taking 
examinations in mediaeval history!  Frank Horler was created an 
Honorary Fellow of the Institution in 1957 in recognition of his 
service to the work of the Institution and he died in his 93rd year 
in 1978. 

This brief résumé of Frank Horler’s career and his significant 
contribution to the work of the Institution reveals the flexibility, 
ingenuity and creativity that is, in my opinion, the hallmark of all 
the great signal and telecommunications engineers. 

1. Frank Horler   self-portrait 

2. The Gavel 

3. Presidential Chain of Office 

4. The case, designed and made by 
Frank Horler for the Chain of Office. 

5. The Chain of Office in its  velvet-lined 
case  

6. The Presidential Roll made and 
presented to the Institution  by Frank 
Horler  on the occasion of the 
Institution’s Golden Jubilee in 1962  

7. The Presidential Roll in all its 
splendour 
for details see panel below 

4 5 

6 7 

Details of the Presidential Roll: 
The large silver engraved plates in the first 3 rows from the left are the original plates made and engraved by Frank Horler for the Golden Jubilee in 1962. 
The rows of smaller engraved plates on the right are those attached by Ken Burrage to bring the list of Presidents up to date for the Centenary in 2012. 
The large engraved plate (Bottom 3rd row from left) reads as follows; 
“Made and Presented to the IRSE by F Horler Past President for the Golden Jubilee 1962 
Refurbished and updated by KW Burrage Chief Executive 1999-2006 for the IRSE Centenary 2012” 
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The Minor Railways Section has organised a visit to the Netherlands, its first international 
venture.  True to our remit we will not just focus on main line railways, but also on 
industrial railways, heritage railways and tramways.  The visit is open to members and 
non-members.  A partner programme could be provided on some of these days if 
demand exists. 

The start time on Friday makes it possible for people arriving on Friday Morning by 
either plane or ferry to join in when they arrive in Amsterdam.  Likewise, a finish of 15:00 
on Sunday enables participants to return to the UK that day if they wish to do so 
although there is an additional site visit planned to those deciding to stay a little longer. 

Full details of the programme are yet to be finalised and subject to availability at 
some of the destinations but the proposed schedule of the visits is as follows, each day 
commencing at Amsterdam Central Station: 

FRIDAY 6 JULY 2012 
Starting at Amsterdam Central Station at 10:00, there will be visits to the Royal Waiting 
Room and the Control Centre and the Station itself.  A presentation is being discussed 
at the moment on the way the industrial and port connections in the Netherlands are 
controlled as these connections do not have any interlocking installed.  Control of these 
areas is centralised in Amersfoort Control Centre.  Late arrivals on Friday morning may 
join with the groups directly.  Lunch will be provided at the Amsterdam Control Centre 
courtesy of ProRail. 

In the afternoon we will visit Bijlmer Station with the Bombardier Interlocking for the 
Amsterdam – Utrecht line and look at the architecture of its station roof.  In the evening 
an informal dinner will be organised at a location in Amsterdam. 

SATURDAY 7 JULY 2012 
We travel to Tata Steel works at IJmuiden.  These steelworks have existed for nearly  
100 years (founded in 1918) and in its heyday used an extensive railway network for 
internal transport of materials as well as a main line connection.  We will visit the company 
museum with a presentation on how the rail network is managed today.  Lunch will be 
provided at Tata Steel works as part of the programme of presentations and visits. 

After the visit we will travel to Hoorn for a visit to the signalling installations of the 
Museumstoomtram Hoorn-Medemblik in Hoorn and Wognum (by 
steam train) as well as a PLC based level crossing system during the 
return trip from Wognum, where a special stop will be made to 
enable us to get off the train to have a closer look at the system.  
We will also be visiting the storage facility where both restored and 
un-restored rolling stock of the Museumstoomtram is kept.  This 
facility is normally not open to the public due to its access 
restrictions but by special arrangements the IRSE Minor Railways 
Section has got permission to visit the location.  

In the evening there will be a Chinese-Indonesian diner in Hoorn 
and a return to Amsterdam by train for which the train tickets will 
be provided (although the Section does ask those participants with 
free travel in the Netherlands to make themselves known as the 
Section does not need to buy any tickets for them).  For those 
wishing to do so a visit to some of the pubs in the centre of Hoorn 
is also possible before we take the train back to Amsterdam. 

SUNDAY 8 JULY 2012 
On Sunday we will visit the Amsterdam Tram Museum with a trip on 
a tram and a tour of the workshops.  At a separate location lunch will 
be provided and presentations will be given on some of the 
signalling systems used on tram lines in The Netherlands where some 
interesting signalling systems are in use.  As some arrangements are 
still to be confirmed this programme may change with the 

MINOR RAILWAYS SECTION 

The MRS invite you to join our   
First International Visit to the Netherlands 

1 

2 

3 

1 Wognum-Nibbixwoud lever frame,  
(photo:  Museumstoomtram Hoorn-Medemblik)  

2 Signal on the GVB IJtram line near Piet Hein Tunnel  
(photo:  Prospoor, Rob de Vries) 

3 Amsterdam Control Centre   (photo:  John Batts) 
4 Tata Steel works at IJmuiden  (photo:  Tata Steel) 
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presentations first, after which we will travel to the Tram Museum 
for the visit and return trip in a vintage electrical tram car. 

An early finish of 15:00 allows people to travel back home 
although an additional site visit could be possible for people 
deciding to stay a little longer. 

The costs for attendance of the full programme are currently 
estimated to be £150 per person including lunch on all three days 
and dinner on Friday and Saturday together with transport to/
from Amsterdam Central Station to all locations visited.  Please 
note that drinks during meals are NOT included.  Participants will 
receive a three day pass for the (GVB) public transport in 
Amsterdam to travel to and from the Central Station from their 
hotels in case the hotel is not in the station area.  Also this card 
will be used to travel to some of the visited locations on Friday 
and Sunday. It also includes the train journey back from Hoorn to 
Amsterdam on Saturday evening. 

If people from the Netherlands want to participate in parts of 
the programme they should contact the visit organiser Martijn 
Huibers via email address mrssecretary@irse.org to find out what 
the prices are for participation in just parts of the event.  This will 
also depend on their wish to join the evening diners organised as 
part of the visits. 

No accommodation is included in this price but a good selection 
of accommodation is available in the Amsterdam Central Station 
area see http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/visiting.  Following 
enquiries of some members the Minor Railways Section is offering 
a service to try and book accommodation at an Amsterdam hotel 
against reduced rates.  In order to take up this offer people will 

have to apply before 30 May; those applying after this date will 
have to make their own arrangements. 

The application form for this visit has been sent out with the 
March IRSE NEWS.  Also it is available on the IRSE Minor 
Railways section of the IRSE website or by contacting the section 
secretary by email.  A deposit of £75 per person is required with 
your application.  Your confirmation will provide you with the 
remaining payment details.  For further information e mail: 
mrssecretary@irse.org or phone IRSE HQ on 020 7808 1180.  
For the Tata Steel works visit passport details might need to be 
submitted in advance. 

Please note that the Institution and undertakings whose sites 
are visited cannot accept any responsibility for injury, damage or 
other difficulty which may arise.  Delegates are therefore advised 
to ensure that their own insurance cover for all appropriate 
eventualities (and don’t forget your travel insurance).  

Section Secretary 

4 

Ninth Annual Luncheon & Technical Visit:  Saturday 30 June 2012   
 Great Central Railway 

The committee of the Midland & North Western Section has again 
agreed this year to return to a previous venue of our successful 
Luncheons, located in the East Midlands of the UK.   

We have secured places for up to 84 guests and only have a 
limited number left.  The Section seeks the support from the whole 
of the Institution world-wide, to make this yet another successful 
and enjoyable family event.   

This event will celebrate the commissioning of Swithland Sidings 
Signal Box and see some unique activity with our luncheon train on 
the busy main line!   

The cost of the visit to attend, including train tickets and 
luncheon (excluding beverages) is £35 per adult and £20 per child.  
To confirm your attendance and for further details, please send an 
email including individual names of those planning to attend to  

irsenews@btinternet.com.   
Please note that the Institution and administrations whose sites 

are visited on technical visits cannot accept any responsibility for 
injury, damage or other difficulty which may arise.  Participants are 
therefore advised to ensure that their own insurance covers all 
appropriate eventualities.     

Ian James Allison 
Visits Secretary 

MIDLAND & NORTH WESTERN SECTION 
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The Midland and North Western Section held its Annual General 
Meeting in the Network Rail offices at the Mailbox in 
Birmingham on 17 April.  After the formal business Kevin Boyle, 
Senior Project Engineer with Network Rail Infrastructure 
Projects, gave a presentation on recent progress in three of the 
projects within West Midlands Signalling Renewals Programme. 

The first project described was the West Midlands Signalling 
Centre (WMSC) Systems Project.  This has taken the “white 
elephant” building that was constructed by Railtrack at Saltley 
for the West Coast Route Modernisation but never used, and 
made it fit for purpose as one of the fourteen Rail Operations 
Centres that make up Network Rail’s future operating strategy.  
The bombproof “dome” within the building now accommodates 
fourteen signaller workstations and four supervisor workstations, 
which will be progressively commissioned as the re-signalling 
programme advances.  Extensive modifications were needed to 
sort out the acoustics, and there are pictures of places in the 
controlled area on the walls to give the appearance of windows 
to the outside world.  Invensys WESTCAD equipment drives the 
signaller and supervisor workstations and two ancillary 
monitoring points that are manned 24/7 by the maintainers. 

In contrast, the Water Orton Corridor Resignalling was a 
conventional signalling renewal project for the Derby-
Birmingham line and its branches, formerly controlled from 
Saltley PSB.  This was a Type A Signalling Framework contract 
with Invensys, covering 327 Signalling Equivalent Unit controlled 
from two workstations in WMSC.  185 new signals and 444 track 
circuits were commissioned in two blockades, one of 54 hours in 
November 2011 and another of 96 hours at Easter 2012.  With 
many UK projects now using axle counters, this was the biggest 
commissioning of new track circuits for some years.  A mix of BR 
867 d.c. and Ebi200 Digital jointless types was used and it 
proved necessary to re-learn some lessons in the setting up of 
d.c. track circuits to avoid residual voltages problems. 

Water Orton 

1. Re-furbishing the Dome at Saltley 

2. One of the fourteen workstations in the West Midlands Signalling Centre 

3. Signal installation during the Phase 2 blockade at Water Orton 

4. Extensive use of GRP platforms for signalling locations reduces the need 
for electrical bonding 

5. Installing an Under Track Crossings (UTX) at Bescot Junction, near Walsall  
(one of thirty on the scheme) 

MIDLAND & NORTH WESTERN SECTION 
Report by Ian Mitchell 

1 

2 

3 
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DUTCH SECTION 

The final project described by Kevin was the Walsall and 
Cannock Lines Signalling Renewal project, which is now under 
way to replace Power Signal Boxes at Walsall and Bescot, and 
mechanical signalboxes at Hednesford, Bloxwich and Brereton 
Sidings.  As well as replacing life expired equipment, there will be 
a number of enhancements to improve capacity for both 
passenger and freight traffic.  The project is making extensive use 
of GRP platforms for signalling locations to reduce the electrical 
bonding that is needed, together with Trotroff cable troughing.  
In some locations the troughing is fitted with TrotTread non-slip 
lids to provide a safe walking route.  The main commissioning is 
planned for August 2013 – a summer date is necessary to avoid 
disrupting coal traffic to Rugeley Power Station which is heaviest 
in the winter.  

Ian Johnson gave the vote of thanks to Kevin for a very 
interesting presentation, prepared under a lot of pressure shortly 
after the commissioning of Phase 2 of the Water Orton project, 
and just two days into a major re-organisation of Infrastructure 
Projects as a stand-alone organisation within Network Rail. 

5 

4a 

4b 

Report by Wim Coenraad 

Dutch Merit Award 
At the Dutch Section’s AGM Peter Otten, resigning as treasurer, was presented 
with the Institution’s Merit Award for his service to the Institution over many years 
during his time on Council and subsequently in support of the development of the 
Dutch Section of the Institution, including serving as its first Treasurer.  

The picture shows Jan Oonincx, the outgoing President of the Section handing 
over the Chief Executive’s letter recording Council’s citation for the award, in lieu 
of the commemorative plaque itself, which, at the time of writing, was probably still 
in the care of the courier service somewhere between our HQ and the Netherlands. 
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On Saturday 31 March 2012 the Younger Members ran a 
Module 1 & 7 preparation workshop.  The event incorporated 
past exam question discussions and related theory closing with 
a presentation on exam technique.  It was made possible by the 
generous support of Atkins in making available their office at 
the Axis building in Birmingham and providing necessary 
sponsorship to host the event. 

To change the pattern of the past year of holding this work-
shop in London, the IRSE YM decided to hold it in Birmingham 
for 2012 in an effort to enable more Midlands based people to 
take advantage of such workshops.  The interactive discussions 
were especially appreciated and overall the event was judged a 
great success by those who attended. 

The format of the workshop was revised to make it more 
audience centric and discussion oriented.  The attendees 
selected any 2 questions from last year’s IRSE exam paper and 
sent in their answers.  These answers were scrutinised by the 
lecturers, from which course work for the day was developed, 
paying attention to the popular questions and focusing upon 
areas where more effort or work was required. 

The day started with a welcome given by Padraic Dunne to 
the tutors, Peter Woodbridge, David Nicholson and Jeremy 
Ricketts.   

David Nicholson from Atkins agreed to help us out with the 
Module 1 topics.  He has always been very helpful and willing to 
share his knowledge on the subject.  He opened up the Module 
1 session with introduction of various risk definition and 
associated terminology, mitigations and theoretical models 
used for hazard analysis.   

The session was continued with discussions on the specific 
Module 1 questions from the 2011 IRSE exam paper, which 
attendees had attempted and submitted before the day.   
These discussions were led variously by David Nicholson, Peter 

Woodbridge and Jeremy Ricketts and emphasis was particularly 
given on how to attempt the question in the context of Module 1, 
rather than going overly technical. 

The event then broke for lunch which was also kindly provided 
by Atkins.  This allowed brilliant networking opportunities for the 
participants. 

Peter Woodbridge from TfL, has always has been willing to 
encourage Younger members to sit for IRSE exams.  He opened 
the session with “Introduction on Module 7”.  Peter has worked in 
many different roles on diverse projects;  in particular, he shared 
with us real examples about systems integration on the recently 
commissioned Thames Valley Signalling Centre in Reading.  The 
session continued with discussion on specific Module 7 questions.   
The attempts sent in by the attendees were critically discussed 
and key areas of improvements were suggested.   

The coffee break was followed by a Question Surgery session.  
The participants split themselves into three groups, according to 
their interest and selected further questions to be discussed in 
parallel sessions led by David, Peter and Jeremy.   

Jeremy Ricketts an independent consultant and Contractor’s 
Responsible Engineer (CRE); concluded the day with a 
presentation on examination tips and techniques.  He added a 
different insight being a CRE for several signalling projects but 
never a ‘mainstream’ signal engineer.  This was an appropriate 
ending for the workshop as it focussed on students maximising 
their study efforts and utilising the knowledge they have into 
giving an optimal answer for the question posed. 

This event was free of charge to participants.  This is the aim 
for all Younger Member events in order to maximise participation.  
This is only made possible by the generous support of 
organisations and individuals.  The Younger Members would like 
to extend their appreciation to Atkins who very kindly again 
supported the event this year.   

YOUNGER MEMBERS 

YM Study Workshop – 31 March 2012 – Modules 1 & 7  

1 

Report by Swati Prusty 
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We would also like to thank Shelly Jones of Atkins for giving 
up her Saturday, and for all her help to enable this event to run 
smoothly. 

Finally the Younger Members would like to thank the 
volunteers who facilitated this event.  David Nicholson was 
instrumental in arranging the venue and provided excellent 
sessions on Module 1.  Peter Woodbridge with his wide-ranging 
knowledge delivered extremely productive Module 7 sessions.  
Jeremy Ricketts shared invaluable advice and assistance to 
delegates throughout the day.   

The YM Section have a full calendar of events planned for 
2012, including the highlight of their 3rd International Technical 
Visit to Budapest on June 15-16.  Anyone interested in hearing 
more about these events can join our mailing list, or ask to 
become involved with planning such events by contacting us on 
younger.members@irse.org. 

2 

3 

1 Group Photo  with Swati Prusty at the centre 
2 Peter Woodbridge in action 
3 Jeremy Ricketts explains the basics 
4 David Nicholson launches into Module 1 

4 

 

WANTED  

 

PUBLICITY OFFICER 
 
 
From time to time, we have had a 
nominated volunteer member who as 
acted as the Publicity Officer for the 
Institution.   

 
We are now thinking about how the role 

has moved on since earlier years, with the 
implementation of our web-site and more 
recently email Bulletins, quite apart from 
IRSE NEWS, dealing with most of the 
routine “transmission of information to 
members” issues. 

 
Are you interested in publicity and do 

you have ideas as to how the Institution 
can improve its reach and would you be 
willing to help it do so?   

 
If so, please let me know at  

colin.porter@irse.org 
 
 

Colin Porter,  
Chief Executive 
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RECRUITMENT     
To advertise call Claire:       +44(0)20 7878 2319  e-mail: Claire.Barber@tenalps.com  

RECRUITMENT     
To advertise call Andrew:       +44(0)208 652 5214  e-mail: andrew.walker@dvvmedia.com   

LONDON TRANSPORT MUSEUM - INTERACTIVE SIGNALLING EXHIBITION 
As part of the commemoration of the IRSE centenary, members are supporting the 
London Transport Museum, where an interactive exhibition named ‘Sending the Right 
Signals’ is to be run around the October/November half term. 

The aim of Sending The Right Signals, is to build from LEGO a short circular line, 
signal it for fixed block Automatic Train Operation and then watch the effectiveness of 
the work as Automatic Train Operation trains run over the layout.  For very advanced 
groups, the economics of their design can be discussed. 

The event is aimed at children aged between 10 and 15, although a craft project to 
entertain any younger brothers and sisters who come along is also planned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     The exhibition will need to be staffed; any members who 
wish to assist, not restricted to LU members, are asked to 
register their interest at www.tiny.cc/tflmus where a video of 
the trial run is available, or by contacting either  
      John Botwright on mrjbotwright@yahoo.com or  
      Matteo Garosi on matteo.garosi@tfl.gov.uk. 

Matteo Garosi 

London, we think it’s the greatest city in the world – and it deserves 
a transport system to match. At Tube Lines, we’re transforming the 
Underground. Our teams are made up of dedicated engineers, and 
if you’ve got the right experience then you could join them. 

We’re looking for engineers at Principal Signal Design Engineer, 
Senior Design Engineer and Signal Design Engineer levels to ensure 
that our important work meets our high standards. In all of these 
roles, you’ll be providing cost effective and timely technical input 
across a variety of projects. 

It’s crucial you can draw on your background in the rail industry as 
the rest of the business will call upon your design expertise. And 
with this first-hand knowledge under your belt, along with a creative 
approach to problem solving, you’ll be able to spot innovative ways 
to improve our processes. 

As well as these key roles, we also have excellent opportunities for 
Field Engineers at all levels and Construction Managers from the 
Track environment.

For all our people, safety is the number one priority and you’ll be 
responsible for seeing that we comply with relevant legislation and 
standards. Wherever your specialisms lie, you must hold a relevant 
engineering qualification. Current IRSE licence strongly preferred for 
the signal design roles, although those with equivalent competence 
will also be considered. Plus, if you’re to coordinate with our many 
teams you’ll need excellent communication skills. 

We’re committed to developing each one of our people, so 
you can look forward to support in your career development. 
Find out more by contacting David Stradling on 0207 088 5399 
or email david.stradling@tubelines.comwww.tubelines.com

Keep 
London 
on track
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babcock.co.uk

LOOKING TO PROGRESS YOUR CAREER?

| Airports | Communications | Defence | Education | Emergency Services | Energy | International | Nuclear | Property | Rail | Training |

RAIL OPPORTUNITIES – UK WIDE

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.BABCOCK.CO.UK AND FOLLOW
THE CAREERS LINK. CVS SHOULD BE SENT TO RAIL.RECRUITMENT@BABCOCK.CO.UK

Following a significant growth in multi-disciplinary rail design
work, Babcock’s Rail business is looking to fill a number of key
positions within our Consultancy organisation. Playing a key 
role in the further development of our growing and rewarding
business, highly motivated and qualified engineers and technicians
are required to strengthen our multi-disciplinary team.

Babcock’s Rail business is a leading engineering company within
the rail infrastructure market supporting Network Rail and other
rail industry customers to provide a safe, reliable and efficient rail
network across the UK. By working together with our customers,
supply chain and other strategic partners, our focus is on
delivering quality engineering projects, championing innovation
and introducing new technologies into the rail industry.

Being part of Babcock International Group PLC, the UK’s leading
engineering support services organisation with circa £3bn
revenues and 27,000 worldwide employees, make us a business
that is trusted to deliver.

We are excited by the opportunities that the recent rail industry
changes and devolution may bring and are ready to support 
our customers to achieve the future efficiencies required.

Operating from regional offices in Hamilton, York, Crewe and
Birmingham, we are offering competitive rates of pay,
comprehensive benefits and excellent development opportunities.

Current vacancies include:

Civils

Design Engineers (Birmingham and Hamilton)

E&P

Principal Electrical Design Engineers (York and Crewe)

Senior Electrical Design Engineers (York and Crewe)

Electrical Design Engineers (York)

Signalling

Signalling Design Manager (Crewe)

Schemes Development Manager (Birmingham)

Signalling Design Verifiers (Crewe and Birmingham)

Signalling Designers (Crewe and Birmingham)

Assistant Signalling Designers (Crewe and Birmingham)

Track

Pway Design Engineers (Hamilton and Crewe)

Project Surveyors – Topographical (Hamilton)
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MEMBERSHIP  MATTERS 

 ELECTIONS 
We extend a warm welcome to the following newly-elected members: 
 

Member 
Labno R WSP Group UK UK  
Melim P Bombardier Transportation Sweden  
Nye P R Kelly ITS UK  
Pathar K Transnet South Africa  
Rasborsek J R Railcorp Australia  
Rietsch P-N Pöyry Infra Switzerland  
van Vugt M C Strukton Rail Netherlands 

   
Associate Member 

Ball K  Amey Rail UK  
Bragg R QR National Australia  
Cheung K H MTR Corporation Hong Kong  
Fleuren M Arcadis Infrastructure Rail Netherlands  
Harrison D W Network Rail UK  
Kouse Abdul Hameed M A    Invensys Rail India  
Kumaravel M Novorail Australia  
Lin Z Land Transport Authority Singapore  
Liu H L Thales Trans & Security (HK) Hong Kong  
Salter D London Underground UK  
Sharma K K Central Railway India  
 

Accredited Technician  
Ahmad A Serco Middle East UAE 
Hamilton  J Signalling Solutions UK  
Pradhan S Serco UAE 
Rathore R S Serco Middle East UAE 
Rizni M S Serco UAE 
 

Student 
Adigun O -  UK  
Aramalla D Infotech Enterprises India  
Iragavarapu S I Infotech Enterprises India  
Jonna N Infotech Enterprises India  
Kumar A Radharani Rail Eng Systems India  
Mandalapu S R Infotech Enterprises India  
Mohammad G M Infotech Enterprises India  
Nidumolu P Infotech Enterprises India  
Patil S Infotech Enterprises India  
Rai D K Radharani Rail Eng Systems India  
Singh J Infotech Enterprises India  
Singhania A Radharani Rail Eng Systems India  
Thompson A Parsons Brinckerhoff UK  
Vadyala S R Infotech Enterprises India  
Yip S M MTR Corporation Hong Kong  

 

 
Associate  

Allen A Network Rail UK  
Cotton S A Henry Williams UK  
Das A Radharani Rail Eng Systems India  
Da Silva Pinho  S N Ansaldo South Africa  
Du Plooy D J Ansaldo STS South Africa  
Dubey N Radharani Rail Eng Systems India  
J S H Hyder Consulting India India  
Ko W Y Airport Authority Hong Kong Hong Kong  
Kwan K T MTR Hong Kong  
Lou X X Land Transport Authority Singapore  
Low H H Land Transport Authority Singapore  
Nepal  S Railcorp NSW Australia  
Obitayo A Arup UK  
Oogur R A Arup UK  
Raoufi M Railcorp NSW Australia  
Rodden E LI&G UK  
Scholten J Verebus Engineering Netherlands  
Singh P Infotech Enterprises India  
Srivastava V K Infotech Enterprises India  
Tang L Z Land Transport Authority Singapore  
Tompkins M R KiwiRail New Zealand  
Utupalli H B XO Rail LLC India  
Wong K L MTR Hong Kong  
Yeung K H Alstom Hong Kong Hong Kong  
Zeng J Land Transport Authority Singapore  
Zhang Y Land Transport Authority Singapore  
 
  

TRANSFERS 

Associate Member to Member  
Harvey  C Systra Parsons UAE 
Lowe S D URS UK  
Smart D J Network Rail UK  

Associate to Associate Member  
Patel H K R Ansaldo‑STS Australia Australia  

Student to Associate  
Pham L‑K MTM Australia  

 

RE-INSTATEMENTS 
Anderson P M 
Ribes J M 
George G T 
Coffee M 
Bowie B C 
 

RESIGNATIONS 
Alms  J 

Current Membership Total is 4920 

Engineering Council UK Registrations 
Rodríguez Sánchez C Final Stage CEng 
Simón Vena  L C Final Stage CEng 
Joy  P  Final Stage EngTech 


